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In Memory ofIn Memory ofIn Memory ofIn Memory of    
September 11, 2001September 11, 2001September 11, 2001September 11, 2001    

    

There were no birds singing, no sun today to chase the There were no birds singing, no sun today to chase the There were no birds singing, no sun today to chase the There were no birds singing, no sun today to chase the 
gloom away.  Only the sound of silence, and despair, gloom away.  Only the sound of silence, and despair, gloom away.  Only the sound of silence, and despair, gloom away.  Only the sound of silence, and despair,     

as debris fell from the air.  as debris fell from the air.  as debris fell from the air.  as debris fell from the air.      
The sounds of people crying, of men and women dying The sounds of people crying, of men and women dying The sounds of people crying, of men and women dying The sounds of people crying, of men and women dying 
filled the air, so today I write this to show that I care.filled the air, so today I write this to show that I care.filled the air, so today I write this to show that I care.filled the air, so today I write this to show that I care.    

As you read this, say a prayer for As you read this, say a prayer for As you read this, say a prayer for As you read this, say a prayer for     
the people that had their lives changed today,the people that had their lives changed today,the people that had their lives changed today,the people that had their lives changed today,    

Maybe if enough people read this, Maybe if enough people read this, Maybe if enough people read this, Maybe if enough people read this,     
this terrible violence will go away.this terrible violence will go away.this terrible violence will go away.this terrible violence will go away.    

Stopped, not by more violence or bloodshed, but by peo-Stopped, not by more violence or bloodshed, but by peo-Stopped, not by more violence or bloodshed, but by peo-Stopped, not by more violence or bloodshed, but by peo-
ple’s love instead.ple’s love instead.ple’s love instead.ple’s love instead.    

And for every one person that is affected by this, I hope to And for every one person that is affected by this, I hope to And for every one person that is affected by this, I hope to And for every one person that is affected by this, I hope to 
see a thousand people that care, just as much as me.see a thousand people that care, just as much as me.see a thousand people that care, just as much as me.see a thousand people that care, just as much as me.    

This is my poem, of love, not Hate, This is my poem, of love, not Hate, This is my poem, of love, not Hate, This is my poem, of love, not Hate,     
of kind words and hopes to share… of kind words and hopes to share… of kind words and hopes to share… of kind words and hopes to share…     
so please, show how much you care.  so please, show how much you care.  so please, show how much you care.  so please, show how much you care.      

Read this poem, remind yourself that you were lucky, Read this poem, remind yourself that you were lucky, Read this poem, remind yourself that you were lucky, Read this poem, remind yourself that you were lucky,     
then take a moment of silence to remember then take a moment of silence to remember then take a moment of silence to remember then take a moment of silence to remember     
all that perished  in the senseless violence.all that perished  in the senseless violence.all that perished  in the senseless violence.all that perished  in the senseless violence.                                                                                    

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

Air Conditioning  

Preventive Maintenance 

Answer the following questions as they relate to air 

conditioning preventive maintenance. 

1. True or False.  You cannot easily test for acid or 

moisture in a refrigeration system. 

2. True or False.  Before measuring the pressures 

and temperatures of an air conditioning system, 

you should let the system run for about 15 

minutes. 

3. True or False.  It is a good idea to check with the 

customer, before starting a preventive 

maintenance inspection, to find out if there are 

any recent problems with the system. 

4. True or False.  If the fins of a condenser are 

pushed in, they cannot be straightened out. 

5. True or False.  When cleaning a condenser coil it is 

not recommended to backwash the condenser coil. 

6. True or False.  It is a good practice to check for 

shrubs and plants that could restrict the airflow on 

an outdoor condensing unit. 

7. True or False.  When using the superheat method 

to check a refrigerant charge of a system, the 

superheat measured should be within plus or 

minus 5°F of the required superheat. 

8. When using the subcooling method to check a 

refrigerant charge of a system, the amount of 

subcooling measured should be within plus or 

minus 5°F of the required subcooling. 

9. True or False. It is a good practice to clean your 

work area when you are completed with your 

preventive maintenance inspection. 

10. True or False. 24 volts is a normal control voltage 

for most residential air conditioning systems. 

11. You are checking a residential air conditioning 

system and you record an 80 psig suction pressure, 

a suction line temperature of 77°F, an indoor wet-

bulb temperature of 75°F entering the evaporator, 

and an outdoor dry-bulb temperature of 90°F.  

With this information you determine the 

refrigerant charge is okay. 

12. You are checking a residential air conditioning 

system and you record a 57 psig suction pressure, 

a suction line temperature of 59°F, an indoor wet-

bulb temperature of 58°F entering the evaporator, 

and an outdoor dry-bulb temperature of 60°F.  

With this information you determine the 

refrigerant charge is okay. 

1) False; 2) True; 3) True; 4) False; 5) False; 6) True; 7) True; 8) False; 9) True; 10) True; 11) True; 12) False 

Answers to TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
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UNITEDUNITEDUNITEDUNITED    

REFRIGERATION INC.REFRIGERATION INC.REFRIGERATION INC.REFRIGERATION INC.    
Refrigeration, Air Condition-

ing, Heating, Supplies, 
Equipment & Parts 

 
Jim HerlingerJim HerlingerJim HerlingerJim Herlinger 

Branch Manager 
51-05 59th Place 

Woodside, NY 11377-7408 
 

Tel: 718 476-2600 
Fax: 718 476-2648 
Branchv2@uri.com 

 

COMING EVENTS 
 

Business & Pricing Guidelines 

Scroll Compressors 

 Back to the Basics 

Defrost Controls 
 

If you have any suggestions or requests for future programs, please let us know!If you have any suggestions or requests for future programs, please let us know!If you have any suggestions or requests for future programs, please let us know!If you have any suggestions or requests for future programs, please let us know!    
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METROPOLITAN NEW YORK CHAPTER, RSES 
For Information Call: Stan Hollander, CMS    (718) 232-6679 

241 Halsey Street 

Brooklyn, NY 11216 

Refrigeration Service Engineers Society 

PLACE LABEL HERE 

 

 
Wednesday September 9th, 2009 at 7:30pm  

at 
 

RICCARDO’S 
21-01 24th Avenue, Astoria NY 11102 

 

Increasing Your Profits  
By  

Understanding Your True Costs  
 

Example:Knowing Your Costs 
This is often the weakest area of most businesses. In the absence 
of any firm grip on costs, most business owners set their prices 
based solely on the competition. This, of course, presumes your 
competitors know THEIR costs.  

 
Plus many more fundamental practices and examples on how to 

successfully—and profitably—operate in our marketplace. 
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